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CASEY GYMNASTICS: ENDEAVOUR HILLS 

 COACHING TEAM 

Sinead Ross 

Lauren Rogers 

Amanda Bonner 

Renee Romeike 

 

 

 

 

Katie Vevers 

Chelsea Hogan 

Pooja Reddy 

Izzy Johnson 

Elly Clark 

Rhian Skeggs 

Sienna Captieux 

Chloe Topliff 

Carlos Vanegas Sanchez 

Caitie Reardon 

Tamara Babaeff 

 

Leah Cashman 

Sarah O’Callaghan 

 

PRE-GYM 

Belinda Cannon 

Belinda Hartigan 

Bek Gibbs 

 
CONTACT DETAILS 

Centre Phone number:  9213 1400 

Gymnastics Email: 

caseygymnastics@ymca.org.au 

Co-ordinator Email: 

siobhan.ross@ymca.org.au 
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HEAT POLICY: 

In the event that the temperature inside the gym reaches 36 degrees, 

classes will be cancelled, and a class credit will be issued. You will be 

notified of class cancellations via the Endeavour Hills Leisure Centre 

Facebook page, and you will receive a text message. 

 

TRAINING ATTIRE: 

- Hair is to be pulled back neatly.  

- Wear fitted clothing, preferably a leotard or crop top and fitted bike 

shorts. This is a matter of safety; loose clothing can get in the way 

during skills or when being spotted by a coach and result in injury. 

- Watches, fit bits and smart watches must be removed before the 

commencement of training. 

- All jewellery must be removed before training, earrings are acceptable, 

but they must be studs or sleepers. 

- Any extra clothing, shoes or socks must be removed before the 

commencement of warm up. 

FOOD AND DRINK: 

- All gymnasts are encouraged to bring a drink bottle with water ONLY. 

We discourage gymnasts from bringing sports drinks or energy drink 

to training, as they do not provide proper rehydration for gymnasts. 
- No food to be consumed inside the gymnastic hall.  
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Educational Pathway 

The Casey Gymnastics Educational Pathway provides an opportunity for children of all 

ages to participate in gymnastics. The age based programs allow children to experience 

gymnastics with their peers in a fun, progressive and inclusive environment. 

Gymnasts will work through all apparatus of artistic gymnastics within their class 

including floor, vault, bars, rings, p-bars and beam.  

 

 5 CORE SKILLS ALL GYMNASTS WILL FOCUS ON IN RECREATIONAL CLASSES 

 BARS 

 Pullover, Casts, Swings, Forward roll and Dismount. 

 BEAM 

 Walking forward/backward, Step kicks, Jumps, Handstand(Scorpion) and dismount. 

 FLOOR 

 Handstand, Cartwheel, Bridge/Walkover, forward/backward rolls and splits. 

 P BARS 

 Penguin walks ,crab/ bear walks , Swings, Holds Tuck/L  and Swing to straddle.  

  RINGS 

 Candlestick, Basket Holds, Swings, Static Holds and  Skin the cat, 

 VAULT 

 Run, Hurdle ,Arm Circle, Handstand Flatback and Landing. 
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Playgym 

PlayGym is a casual gymnastics session where children can advance their fine and gross 

motor skill development through exploration, discovery and play. Our experienced staff 

set up creative, age-appropriate activities designed to engage your child’s interest and 

imagination. A staff member is available throughout the session to offer assistance and 

guidance where needed, however active supervision and participation from a parent or 

guardian is required. The parent or guardian must only attend with the child participating 

as they are actively involved in the class. 

 

Pre-gym 

PreGym is a 45 minute, parent assisted - structured program which also incorporates 

some exploratory play. Themes accompany the program to make the learning experience 

even more enjoyable. Equipment specific to preschool gymnastics and modified Olympic 

apparatus are used in each session. Children learn through repetition therefore, a 

similar layout and class format is used for two weeks to consolidate skills. Each 

fortnight, different apparatus and circuits are set up to ensure that children are 

stimulated by a variety of sources on a regular basis. The program is carefully designed 

by all instructors to ensure that motor, cognitive, social and emotional learning occurs in 

an enjoyable way. All classes aim to develop basic co-ordination, balance, spatial and 

body awareness in an environment that promotes socialisation. 

KinderFun (4 - 5 Years) 

KinderFun is an hour gymnastics class for 4 – 5 year olds enrolled at 4 year old Kinder. 

An introduction to gymnastics, this class develops confidence, body awareness and 

basic body shapes and promotes listening, class discipline and safety skills. Gymnasts 

will work through all apparatus of artistic gymnastics within their class including floor, 

vault, bars, rings, p-bars and beam.  

Please note: Child must be enrolled into 4 year old Kinder to participate in class.  

GymBasics (5 - 6 Years) 

GymBasics is an hour gymnastics class design for children aged 5 – 6 years old 

attending school. Classes cater for children from a very beginner level with no 

experience and children continuing their progression from the KinderFun program. 

Focusing on the skills and activities that are essential for future progression, while 

increasing each child's coordination, balance, and strength and body awareness.  

New gymnasts between the ages of 5 and 6 will commence their gymnastics journey in 

GymBasics. Gymnasts will work through all apparatus of artistic gymnastics within their 

class including floor, vault, bars, rings, p-bars and beam. 

 



 

GymFun (7 - 8 Years) 

GymFun is an hour gymnastics class design for children aged 7 -8 years old attending 

school. Classes cater for children from a very beginner level with no experience and 

children continuing their progression from the GymBasics Program. 

Focusing on the skills and activities that are supportive of more complex gymnastics 

skills, while increasing each child's coordination, balance, and strength and body 

awareness.  

New gymnasts between the ages of 7 and 8 will commence their gymnastics journey in 

GymFun. Gymnasts will work through all apparatus of artistic gymnastics within their 

class including floor, vault, bars, rings, p-bars and beam. 

 

GymSkills (9+ Years) 

GymSkills is an hour gymnastics class designed for children aged 9+ years attending 

school. Classes cater for children from a very beginner level with no experience and 

children continuing their progression from the GymFun Program. 

Focusing on the skills and activities that encompass all aspects of gymnastics including 

rotation, balance, swings, jumps and landings. There is also a focus on body control 

through the progressions of the handstand. 

New gymnasts between the ages of 9 and 11 will commence their gymnastics journey in 

GymSkills. Gymnasts will work through all apparatus of artistic gymnastics within their 

class including floor, vault, bars, rings, p-bars and beam. 

 

 

TEEN GYMNASTICS 

Teen Gymnastics Classes are a 90minute program available to anyone over the age of 

12 wanting to do gymnastics. Beginners are welcome and highly encouraged to join.  

No matter what age you commence gymnastics, the benefits include increased balance, 

coordination, flexibility, strength, and so much more.  

All Teen Classes work within a set YMCA Gymnastics curriculum as participants strive to 

successfully demonstrate skills and activities across 10 key gymnastics areas. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 ADULT GYMNASTICS 

Adult Gymnastics is a 90minute (CASUAL) class under the supervision of a qualified 

gymnastics coach. Adult Gymnastics is a perfect introduction for those who are: 

 New to gymnastics 

 Wishing to work on strength and fitness in a new environment 

 Dancers looking to up skill 

 Those interested in Parkour 

 Ex gymnasts looking to regain some skills 

*The  Adult program operates from the Endeavour Hills and Casey Stadium venues only. 

 

TRAMPOLINE SPORTS 

Trampolining classes involve learning a variety of skills and acrobatics. Using our goliath 

trampoline, double mini trampoline as well as the floor space gymnasts will develop 

strength and correct body alignment.  

Children from the ages of five years are welcome to try our trampolining program, which 

offers both beginner, intermediate and advanced levels. Our Trampolining Program 

compliments the skills learned and developed through our recreational gymnastics 

program. 

*The Trampolining program operates from the Berwick venue only. 

 

ACCESS – ALL ABILITIES GYMNASTICS 

Casey Gymnastics is committed to creating a truly inclusive environment and offers a 

range of gymnastics classes for people with mental and physical disabilities. 

The aim of the All Access classes are  to remove the barriers inclusive groups may face, 

and ensure nobody is denied access to the sport of gymnastics, regardless of their 

ability. 

We have developed a gymnastics program that accommodates for many types of 

students from those with learning needs, congenital disorders, to visual impairments 

and those who have anxiety or require additional social assistance in a personalised 

setting. 

Coaches will work with the participant and parent/care giver to determine goals and how 

to best service their individual needs. These tailor made sessions can be either one-on-

one sessions or small group classes. 

 

Our club is proudly partnered with Gymnastics Victoria and recognised as “Inclusive 

Leader Clubs”. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

About Lessons 

Running 46 weeks of the year, Gymnastics lessons help your child build confidence, 

learn fundamental movements and As a Gymnastics Australia Affiliated Gymnastics 

provider, you can rest assured that all gymnastics coaches are suitably qualified and 

registered with the national sporting body.  

 

The Details (prices as at July 2021) 

$29.50 (Preschool - 45 minute class) 

$32.80 (School Age – 60minute class) 

Above fees are paid via fortnightly direct debit payments. 

Convenient fortnightly direct debit payments encourages continual skill progression with 

no re-enrolment process. 

No lock-in membership contracts, no cancellation penalties (14 day notice required). 

Registration required for all gymnasts. 

Registration required upon sign up and renewed each January. 

$33.60 (Preschool programs) 

$68.50  (Standard programs) 

$15.00 per session Adult gymnastics (Casual) 

$10.00 per session Playgym (Casual) 
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What do we need to do before class?  

We advise that all gymnasts arrive at least 10 minutes before their class. Their 

attendance is marked when they enter the gymnasium. 

 

We ask that all gymnasts:  

• Bring to class a full drink bottle (water only).  

• Wear their hair neatly tied back off their face.  

• Visit the bathroom before class.  

• Enjoy a small healthy snack (e.g. a piece of fruit or a muesli bar) before 

participating in gymnastics.  

 

When will my child progress into the next level/class?  

Every child is unique and will progress at a different rate. We offer a participation based 

program which focuses on and celebrates individual achievement. Generally each class 

is designed to take approximately a year to complete. In the higher levels a greater 

amount of time is required to master more complex and difficult skills. Coaches will 

consistently assess gymnasts’ skill level throughout classes and will speak with you 

directly when your child is ready to progress into a more advanced class. 

 

What club events can my child participate in?  

Every year we hold a number of different events that are open to our gymnastics 

participants. Make sure you like us on Facebook to keep up to date with upcoming 

events. Alternatively, there are posters and signage around the facility to inform families 

of upcoming events.  

Events are not compulsory, but are a fun and exciting way to become more involved in 

the Casey Gymnastics family!  

 

Who will my child’s coach be?  

At Casey Gymnastics, we value consistency in coaching. At all times we endeavour to 

roster on the same staff member to each class however this may change as we move 

through each year. Occasionally, our coaches will have an unavoidable commitment or 

illness and a replacement coach will be arranged. All of our coaches are suitably 

experienced and qualified and will follow a lesson plan developed by the coach or 

program leader.  
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Do I need to remain in the centre while my child participates?  

Yes. All participants are required to have a parent/guardian on site at all times. 

(Exceptions may apply due to COVID mandates and rulings- please call the Centre to 

confirm) 

- For more information refer to the Safeguarding Children and Young People Policy. 

 

Do I need to re-enrol each year? 

 

No your enrolment is continuous, you must cancel in writing either via email or in centre 

with two weeks’ notice. 

Each January would will be debited the annual Gymnastics Victoria Registration fee.  

 

 

 

 

 

Who can I speak to regarding the Gymnastics program should I have feedback or 

concerns?  

 

 

We strongly encourage you to speak with your child’s coach on the day should you have 

a question or a concern regarding your child’s class. At all times we endeavour to 

provide flexibility within our program, altering activities based on parent/carer feedback 

where appropriate. Alternatively, you may wish to see the Teacher in Charge during your 

program time or contact the Gymnastics Coordinator- Siobhan Ross. Contact can be 

made via customer service. We strive to deliver the best program possible and all 

constructive feedback is warmly welcomed. 

 

Centre Phone number:  9213 1400 

Gymnastics Email: caseygymnastics@ymca.org.au 

Co-ordinator Email: siobhan.ross@ymca.org.au 
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Class Absences 

 

Public Holiday & Program Cancellation 

Classes missed due to Public Holidays will be eligible for a make-up lesson within 4 

weeks of the holiday. This option is available to 45minute classes and 1 hour 

gymnastics classes only.  

Contact centre reception to make arrangements.  

 

Medical/Injury Absence 

When accompanied by a valid doctor’s certificate, you are eligible to place your program 

membership on suspension until recovered. Medical certificate is required to span a 

minimum of two classes.  

 

Make-up lessons 

Each participant is able to attend two make-up lesson per term for missed attendance.  

Classes which fall on a public holiday will be entitled to a make-up lesson.  

Make-Up Lessons Terms and Conditions 

 Lesson MUST be cancelled at least 2 hours before the lesson. 

 Two make-up lesson per term PLUS one per public holidays (during lesson weeks) 

SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. 

 Members have the rest of the term to use a make-up lesson. 

 Make-up lesson can only be booked a maximum of seven days in advance. 

 Not transferable to other family members. 

 Make-up lessons not used expire at the end of each year. 
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Leotard – Optional 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tracksuit – Optional 
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T Shirt – Optional: 

 

 

 

Backpack :      Hoodie: 

 

 

 

 

 

Uniform is available for purchase through our limited opening online store. Leotards may 

be purchased from our reception counter. 
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Gymnasts are expected to: 

 Respect all coaches, judges, officials and other gymnasts they encounter. 

 Be punctual to training - ready to begin warm up at the designated time. 

 Leave all phones, iPods, iPads and other electronic devices in their bags for the 

duration of training. 

 Remove all jewellery (including watches and fit bits) before the commencement of 

training. Earrings – studs and sleepers allowed. 

 Hair tied back neatly, and off the face.  

 Wear fitted clothing, preferably a leotard or crop top and fitted bike shorts. 

Participants will be bare foot in the gymnastics hall. 

 Be inclusive of everyone in the training group and ensure that everyone feels 

welcome and supported during both training. 

 Behave appropriately with respect and integrity as a representative of the club. 

  Always display good sportsmanship. 
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Parents are expected to: 

 Trust in our coaches’ knowledge and abilities when coaching your child. 

 Refrain from coaching and communicating with your child from the viewing space 

during training. 

 Please contact reception or the Teacher In Charge (TIC) with any queries. 

 Communicate with coaches, parents and gymnasts in a respectful and courteous 

manner. 

 Show respect to other coaches, gymnasts and all staff. 

 Refrain from discussing another gymnast with coaches, other parents or with your 

child. 

 No videos/photos are to be taken during training sessions by parents, guardians 

and children including the gymnast (if a photo/video has been approved by the 

coach it can be taken at the end of class). 

 Videos that include children other than your own must not be shared on social 

media unless you have the explicit permission from another child’s 

parent/guardian to film them. 

 Be a positive role model for your child and encourage good sportsmanship. 
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Coaches are expected to: 

 Be punctual and prepared for all classes and competitions. 

 To ensure programing is engaging, positive and safe – delivered to the highest of 

standards. 

 Wear correct uniform. 

 Behave appropriately with respect and integrity as a representative of the club. 

 Communicate with parents, gymnasts and officials in a respectful and courteous 

manner. 

 Ensure all coaching, first aid and CPR accreditations are up to date. 

 Attend regular workshops and personal development sessions to continually 

develop their coaching knowledge. 

 Be a positive role model for all gymnasts. 

 Always display good sportsmanship. 
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